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Horsell Walks B1 Horsell Birch to The Triangle
Horsell Birch. Horsell Common (the grasslands, triangle and forge common) returning via
Cheapside
Time: about 1 hour Distance : approx. 2.5 miles
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1. Horsell High Street to Horsell Birch: With your back to the Beijing restaurant, set off to your
right, past Seymours Estate agents. Continue along the High Street, crossing several roads until
you reach Horsell Birch.
2. Horsell Birch to Littlewick Road: Go straight across this unmade road onto the grassy area and go
into the woodland in front of you, passing the dog waste bin on your left. Enter woodland
through double gated path. Follow the path (ignoring first narrow path on right) which gradually
bears round to the right and comes into an open grassy area. Continue until you meet another
set of double gates. Go through onto Viggory Lane and turn left to Littlewick Road. Cross with
great care and go through double gates.
3. Grasslands to Horsell Common Road: Continue straight ahead, with very open almost bare land
to left with new heather growing. Go almost to the end of this footpath and take the second to
last turning on the right. Always keep to the left where the path is indistinct in places. Eventually
you come to double gates (can be very muddy) leading onto a broad track with house on left. Go
straight on to Horsell Common Road and cross onto footpath opposite.
4. The triangle to Forge Common and Cheapside: keep to the main path ignoring path to right or
left and gradually bearing right. Soon you will hear traffic noise (There is Chobham Road to your
left and Littlewick Road where you are aiming straight ahead) When the path forks, take the
right fork to the road. Across the road you will see a wooden post with a yellow arrow, which is
where you must cross to get across the ditch. Take great care crossing Littlewick Road onto
Forge Common.
5. Forge Common to Cheapside: Follow the path until you reach South Road. Cross the road and go
down Cheapside. When you reach a T- Junction turn right and go down Cheapside. Keep on the
footpath past The Plough pub.
6. Morton Road to HighStreet: Cross Morton Road and carry straight on down the footpath to
Grobars Ave and follow Grobars Ave round to left. At the end of Grobars turn right into
Hammond Road. Keep right at first then follow Hammond Rd round to the left to Meadway
Drive and turn right. Soon you will get to the High street where you turn to the left and are back
where you started.
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